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A WAVESHIFTER LIGHT COLLECTOR FOR A WATER CHERENKOV DETECTOR
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A device has been developed which is capable of doubling the light collection capability of a 5 inch hemispherical photomultipher
tube. Known as a "waveshifter plate", its geometry is adaptable to various applications. Its marginal cost is small with respect to that
of a phototube, it is readily removable, and it has minimum effect upon dark noise and timing resolution .

A device has been developed which is capable of
doubling the photon collection of a 5 inch hemispheri-
cal photomultiplier tube (PMT). It can be adapted to
match the geometrical specifications of any arrange-
ment of hemispherical PMTS of arbitrary diameter . The
device, a "waveshifter plate", consists of a 2 ft X 2
ft X 1/2 inch acrylic square doped at a concentration of
50 mg/I with bis-MSB [11 a waveshifting organic com-
pound. As is shown in fig. 1, the PMT is springloaded
against its plate with its bulb inserted in a tapered
circular hole at the center . Plates enhance light collec-
tion by first absorbing photons which would otherwise
fail to strike a PMT directly and then re-emitting light
of a longer wavelength . Approximately 30% of the pho-
tons which the bis-MSB re-emits are trapped within
their plate by total internal reflection at the acrylic-
water interface. Since the plate is nearly transparent to
the re-emitted light, some of the trapped light eventu-
ally reaches the photocathode and is recorded . Plate
edges are buffed to a #6 polish, annealed, and covered
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with 2 mil, aluminized mylar [2] to better contain the
light.

Bis-MSB is selected because its fluorescence proper-
ties satisfy two criteria . First, its absorption sensitivity
is well-matched to the Cherenkov spectrum of relativis-
tic particles in water. The left curve in fig . 2 shows the
molar extinction coefficient M(X) as a function of
incident wavelength A. The absorption probability Pa,
for aphoton of wavelength A is given by

Pabs - 1- 1o-ndm(X)

Fig. 1 . Photomultiplier tube with waveshifter plate.
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Fig. 2. Photon absorption and emission spectra of bis-MSB.

where n is the concentration of the fluorescent sub-
stance and d is the distance travelled through the plate.
In this application, n = 1.6 x 10-4 mol/1 and d = 1 .3
cm for normally incident light; consequently, Pabs Z0.95
for 280 nm <_ Ji < 390 nm. The Cherenkov spectrum of
light attenuated in 10 m of water is shown in fig. 3 for
comparison . A significant fraction of the Cherenkov
photons are within the plate's bandwidth of sensitivity.

Secondly, bis-MSB's spectrum of re-emitted light is
well matched to the sensitivity of the bialkali photo-
cathode. The right curve in fig. 2 shows the unnormal-

Fig. 3. The spectrum of Cherenkov photons which have
travelled 10 m in water.

ized re-emission probability as a function of re-emitted
wavelength. It may be compared with fig. 4, the photo-
cathode quantum efficiency . The good overlap between

these two curves indicates that many trapped photons
which reach the plate-bulb interface fire the PMT.

Tests of square plates ranging in size from 1 to 3 ft
on a side indicate that light collection increases linearly

with plate side length. The plate thickness and the
concentration of the fluorescent compound are selected
so that together they provide several absorption lengths
of bis-MSB to the path of normally impinging light. The
plate is mounted as far back on the PMT as possible to
minimize the amount of photocathode which is blocked
from direct photon hits and to maximize the area of
plate-PMT interface.

Optical coupling between the plate and PMT is
achieved without epoxy or other intermediate agent by
milling the hole in the acrylic to match the bulb contour
snugly. The lack of a coupling agent is dictated by the
particular experiment for which these light collectors
have thus far been employed . They are submerged in
water which must remain ultrapure on a timescale of
years, and the plates must be temporarily removed
during maintenance periods once very several weeks.
Tests made on plates sealed to PMTs with epoxy sug-
gest that in applications where the use of epoxy is
appropriate, it can raise the light collection capability
by an additional 20% . Although flat-faced PMTs have
not specifically been tested, it would seem that similar
gains could be achieved by pressing them against the
acrylic.

Studies of timing response show that for low light
levels, PMTs with plates trigger on average 3 ns earlier
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Fig. 4. Photomultiplier tube quantum efficiency vs wavelength .
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than do PMTS without plates . The increased photoelec-
tron production contributes to this via the "first photo-
electron effect" . As improved light collection increases
the number of photoelectrons, the time of the earliest
photoelectron, the one which determines the PMT trig-
ger, systematically shifts . Furthermore, the plates
stimulate photoelectrons from the perimeter of the pho-
tocathode. These pe's may have flight paths systemati-
cally shorter than those of photoelectrons emitted
elsewhere on the bulb . Adjustment of the focussing
electrodes may minimize the timing change . Plate ad-
dition degrades the timing resolution from 11 to 15 ns
fwhm due to the increased pulse size, the added light
path in the acrylic, and the finite decay time of the
bis-MSB, 10 ns [4], which enter the width measurement
in quadrature with the PMT jitter .

The increased photocurrent per incident photon in-
creases the PMT afterpulse probability . Prepulse rate,
due almost entirely to direct PMT hits, is unaffected by
the plate.

In their present application, waveshifter plates in-
crease the mean singles rate in the counters by about 2
kHz. Some other compounds which have fluorescence
spectra comparable to those of bis-MSB (notably BBOT
and BBQ) generate mean noise increases as small as
0.4-1 kHz, although the light collection enhancement
which they achieve is only 70-80% of that reported
here. Nevertheless, for low noise applications one of
these compounds may be preferable.

Comparative measurements were made of the dark
adaptation time of 20 PMTs with and without plates

waoeshijter light collector

using a 17 day baseline. No difference was observed in
the adaptation rates of the two sets ; only the mean
asymptotic noise values differed . This rules out the
possibility of there being in the acrylic any compounds
with long-lived metastable fluorescent states .
A higher noise rate when submerged in water than

when operated in air suggests that the majority of
plate-induced singles rate m the counters is caused by
the PMTs' heightened sensitivity to low level radioac-
tive decay products in the water. Since this noise in-
crease is not a property of the plate itself, it may be
avoidable in other applications of this device.
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